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II. M ETHODS
Abstract— Circular cone beam CT (CBCT) acquisitions with less
than 180° plus fan angle are desired for practical reasons in
the interventional setup. Strong shading artefacts are present
with standard FDK reconstruction even for voxels with 180°
coverage. The use of modified Parker weights has been proposed
to correctly handle redundant data and correct for shading in
the limited angle areas. However, this results in discontinuous
weighting functions leading to streak artefacts in the FDK
reconstruction. We propose to combine the modified Parker
weights with a filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm capable
of handling redundancy weights after filtering. Improved image
quality is shown for this approach in terms of visual appearance
and quantitative measures.

A. Parker Weights
A schematic view of the acquisition geometry is shown in
Fig. 1. The source s(λ) and the planar detector with Nv rows
and Nu columns are rotated around the y-axis along a circular
arc with Nλ projections along the path length Λ. The distance
from the source to the detector origin d(λ) is denoted D and
the distance to the the iso-center i on the rotation axis is R. The
normalized vector ĉ(λ) points from d(λ) to the iso-center, and
ê(u, v, λ) is the unit vector from s(λ) to the detector element
d(u, v, λ). The corresponding length is denoted by SE. The
v-axis is parallel to the rotational axis and the u-axis is parallel
to the trajectory tangent vector. The cone beam line integral
projection data of the object f0 is denoted by g(u, v, λ):
Z ∞
g(u, v, λ) =
f0 (s(λ) + lê(u, v, λ))dl.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Circular short scan acquisitions with trajectories covering
180° + fan-angle are wide-spread in interventional use with
C-arm systems. Due to timing, workflow and space constraints even shorter trajectories are desired from a practical
perspective. The standard FDK-reconstruction fails in these
super-short scan (limited angle) scenarios without applying
Parker weights (see Fig. 5B) or with (modified) Parker weights
(Fig. 7B). Iterative methods have been investigated for limited
angle acquisitions [8] also with dedicated anisotropic regularization [1] to mitigate streaks caused by the missing projection
angles. For interventional use we concentrate on FBP methods
due to reconstruction time constraints.
Noo et al. [5] proposed a FBP algorithm for circular arc scan
acquisitions that is capable to exactly reconstruct those voxels
that have been seen on 180° including disconnected arcs or
super short scan arcs. Riess et al. [7] considered the mitigation
of artefacts for the voxels not satisfying the 180° condition
by introducing a modified version of the well known Parker
weights. They applied correct redundancy weights for rays
measured twice and over-weighted rays that are close to the
missing rays to correct for shading artefacts. The modified
Parker weights result in discontinuous weighting functions in
central detector areas. The subsequent ramp filtering of the
FDK reconstruction leads to streak artefacts (see Fig. 7B).
Riess proposed heuristic low-pass filtering to mitigate these
streaks, but did not investigate this thoroughly. In this paper,
we propose to combine the modified Parker weights with the
Noo reconstruction for super short scans and investigate the
performance compared to FDK reconstruction with low-pass
filtering of the modified weights.
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Fig. 1.

Geometry for circular X-ray tomography.

Redundant rays occur in the mid-plane satisfying:
ḡ(α, 0, β) = ḡ(−α, 0, β + 2α + π),

(1)

where the fan angle α of a specific ray u is given by α(u) =
atan(u/D) and the source angle by β(λ) = λ/R. The bar
denotes the change of variables (u, v, λ) → (α, v, β) .
Parker-Silver weights [4][9] handle redundant and complementary rays with non-vanishing cone-angle:
w̄(α, β) =



π β

2

0 ≤ β < 2γ − 2α,
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4 γ−α
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2γ − 2α ≤ β ≤ π − 2α, (2)
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where the redundant half angle γ is calculated from the
detector fan angle 2δ and the overscan angle 2: γ = δ + .
An illustration is given in Fig.2A (adapted from [10]).
In the case of a super short scan, e.g. 180 degrees, some
measured rays are redundant and some needed rays are missing. Riess et al. [7] proposed modified weights wm that sum
up redundant rays to unity, whereas those rays close to the
missing rays receive weights larger than unity:

wm/LP (u, λ; σ, Θ) =
(
wm (u, λ)

0 ≤ β < 2γ − 2α,
0 ≤ β < −2γ + 2α,
π − 2α < β ≤ π + 2γ,

(3)

2

The overscan angle  gets negative, e.g. in the 180 degree case
 = −δ → γ = 0, which is illustrated in Fig.2B.
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Fig. 3.
Modified Parker weights wm and low-pass filtered versions wm/LP (u, λ; σ, Θ) for β = 0° of a 180° trajectory.
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The modified and additionally low-pass filtered Parker weights
are computed for a 180 degree acquisition with 512 pixels of
a flat detector corresponding to a fan angle of 2δ = 18°.
The original and three different convolution results (σ =
10, 20, 30 pixels) are shown for β = 0° and β = 2° in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. However, it has to be noted that
this heuristic filtering destroys the normalization of the weights
and may introduce new inconsistencies and related shading
artefacts.
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pass filtering is applied:
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Fig. 2. A: Parker sinogram in fan-beam geometry. The areas I / I’ are
D. Schäfer, Philips Research Hamburg
redundant and II / II’. Identical marker highlight selected redundant rays.
B: fan-beam sinogram of an 180° acquisition. The areas II / II’ are redundant,
whereas the the areas I / I’ receive weights > 1.0.
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Fig. 4.
Modified Parker weights wm and low-pass filtered versions wm/LP (u, λ; σ, Θ) for β = 2° of a 180° trajectory.

The modified weights wm can nicely compensate for the
intensity drop in the region of missing rays, but cannot correct
for limited angle artefacts. Furthermore, they introduce new
streak artefacts with standard FDK [2] reconstruction due to
a non-continuous jump in the weighting function for the first
and last projection.
Riess et. al [7] proposed to mitigate this by heuristic low-pass
(LP) filtering of the weights in the first and last projection,
but did not mention any parameters used.
We propose to parametrize the low-pass filtering of the modified Parker weights by the standard deviation σ of a Gaussian
kernel and the angular range Θ of the trajectory, where low-

B. Reconstruction
The standard FDK reconstruction is given by [2]:
Z 
fF DK (x)

=

R
R − (x − i) · ĉ

Λ
0

0

2 Z∞
−∞
0

D
SE(x)

w(u , λ) g(u , v, λ) hr (u − u ) du0 1/R dλ,
where hr is the ramp filter and w(u0 , λ) are the redundancy
weights which are replaced by the modified weights of Eq.3.
Instead of using the FDK algorithm with redundancy weighting before the filtering, which introduces streak artifacts, we
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propose to combine the modified Parker weights with the
algorithm presented by Noo et al [5], [6]:
fN oo (x)

=

1
2π

Z

w(u, λ)
R − (x − i) · ĉ

Z∞
−∞

Λ

D
SE(x)

the trajectory and to correct for the dark shading in the upper
half compared to Fig. 5B. However, the very prominent bright
streak due to the step in the weights wm spoils the image.
The FDK reconstructions with the low-pass filtered modified
weights wm/LP reduce the horizontal streak effectively, but
also introduce new shading and streak artefacts.
According to the visual inspection the best setting with lowpass filtered weights is obtained with wm/LP = wm (u, λ; σ =
30, Θ = 10°) in (Fig. 7J), but slight shadings are introduced
around the spine and the contrast inserts.
The Noo-reconstruction with modified weights wm gives ideal
reconstruction in the lower half, the expected limited angle
artefacts in the upper half and no additional shading or streaks.
Similar results are obtained for non-central slices which are
omitted for sake of brevity.
In order to check this observation quantitatively the Mean
Structural SIMilarity (MSSIM) of a 2D slice y with respect
to a reference x is computed [11]:

(5)

gd (u0 , v, λ) hH (u − u0 ) du0 (1/R) dλ,
Z∞
with hH (ρ) = −

i sgn(P )ej2πρP dP,

−∞


and

gd (u, v, λ) =

∂g
∂g ∂u ∂g ∂v
+
+
∂λ ∂u ∂λ ∂v ∂λ


(u, v, λ) .

Due to the differentiation in parallel beam geometry, the
redundancy weight can be applied after the filtering step. This
avoids the problems of applying the high-pass ramp filter to a
steep weighting function wm .
III. R ESULTS

SSIM (xj , yj ) =

A simulation has been performed using a flat detector of 380×
294 mm2 with 512×396 pixels. Source and detector rotate on a
circular arc with R = 805 mm and D = 1195 mm, which leads
to a detector fan angle of 2δ ≈ 18°. A reference trajectory
for a complete short scan of 200° and a super-short scan of
180° have been simulated with 450 equi-angular projections
each. The Forbild thorax phantom [3] has been used with a
liver insert, which contains on one side iodine cylinders with
varying contrast, two high contrast iodine filled vessels and
diffuse Gaussian iodine inserts on the other side (see Fig. 5A).
The FDK reconstruction using a weighting w(u, λ) ≡ 1 is
shown in Fig. 5B.
A

high-contrast iodine filled
arteries

M SSIM (x, y) =

(2µx j µy j + C1 )(2ςxj yj + C2 )
(µx 2j + µy 2j + C1 )(ςx 2j + ςy 2j + C2 )
M
X

SSIM (xj , yj )

j=1
2

with: C1 = (0.01 L) , C2 = (0.03 L)2 ,
where L is the value range of the first argument x.
The SSIM is calculated for every location xj , yj , where µx j
denotes the local mean, ςxj the local standard deviation and
ςxj yj the local covariance. We computed the SSIM in 15 × 15
windows for all M voxels in the field.of-view in the central
slice.
The MSSIM for the reconstructed slices shown in Fig. 7 is
shown in Fig. 6. The quantitative MSSIM measure supports
the visual assessment: The larger low-pass kernels σ = 20, 30
give better results, when filtering 2° or 10° at the ends of the
trajectory. The MSSIM value for the Noo-reconstruction of
0.91 is given as reference line, which is clearly outperforming
the other methods.
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Fig. 5.
Transaxial central slice through the voxelated phantom (left), and
the FDK-reconstruction with w(u, λ) ≡ 1, L/W 0/600 HU.

Reconstructions of the FDK short scan reference, a Nooreconstruction with modified weights and FDK reconstructions
with modified and low-pass filtered Parker weights are shown
in Fig. 7. The source travels on a half circle below the
horizontal mid axis. This can easily be seen by the limited
angle artifacts especially present around the sternum and the
high contrast arteries. The suppression of these artefacts is
beyond the scope of this paper.
The FDK-recon with modified weights wm (Fig. 7B) is able
to restore the object in the lower part inside the convex hull of
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Fig. 7. Central transaxial slice through the simulated phantom for different reconstructions, L/W 0/300 HU, 1 mm slice thickness. The source trajectory is a
180° half circle around the lower part of the phantom. FDK 200° short scan reference (A), super short scan with wm and FDK-recon (B), super short scan
with wm and Noo-recon (C), super short scan with wm/LP and FDK-recon (D-J).

IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
The Noo reconstruction with the modified Parker weights
cleans up the areas with redundantly measured data and
removes shading artefacts in the limited angle reconstruction
area. It outperforms the investigated FDK reconstructions
with modified Parker weights and the heuristically smoothed
weights.
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